AD&LE AND CO.
spring. At last, however, it was over, a mass of rubble
had been shifted and the trunk had been moved and
roped to neighbouring trees. Cut the left-hand ropes,
and the baulk must swing out and pivot, as a gate on its
hinge, to leave the bank and crash down full in the
road. There it was bound to settle because of the
ropes which were playing the part of hinges . and
holding its other end.
That we were not disturbed at our labour offers no
room for surprise. The road ^ beyond Gabas is little
used but by tourists, and none \yould h^tve climbed so
far before nine o'clock. Indeed, we saw no pne but
shepherds, and they were far down in the valley and
did not see us.
All the tools but two crowbars were then put into the
Rolls, and since, when the trunk had settled, my
cousin proposed, if he could, to remove the ropes, there
would, we hoped, be nothing to show that Nature had
been provoked or abetted tb block the road.
Jonah and Carson remained at the avalanche-track.
This was inconvenient, but not be helped, for, had they
returned with us to Louvie, we could not have spared
the time to drive them back to their post. It seemed
just as well, however, that someone should be in
waiting not far from Halfway House. Casca might
possibly be early. . . ,
" And don't forget," said Jonah," that I'm in reserve.
If there's a hitch of sorts—well, Casca's bound to couie
bV here to get up to Halfway House. We can see the
road for two miles, so we can't be surprised. If he
comes up alone, I shall stop him and take the stuff:
then I shall make for the Rolls. But I don't think
that's at all likely. And now you'd better be moving—
time's getting on. My confidence in you is unbounded:
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